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“Many travellers are already familiar with your destination expertise. Now
take this to the next level and post your seasoned travel advice and
experience-based observations online or in print. Maximize the knowledge
impact you have on your current client base and attract new clients looking
for refreshing ideas and enthusiasm.”
Steve Gillick, Gillick’s World
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Dedications
This book is dedicated to the following people:
Anthony Dalton, FRGS, FRCGS
Adventurer, speaker, photographer and author.
Anthony has encouraged me over the years to write
not only marketing books, but also novels.
A great friend and teacher.
www.anthonydalton.net
Arthur Proudfoot (deceased)
Former contributor to Canadian Travel Press.
In 1983, Arthur walked into my office, placed an old Kaypro
computer on my desk saying, “It’s about time, sonny!”
That was my first computer and launched my writing career.
Scott Barker, Big Bark Graphics
It was Scott who called me up and said,
“I wanna publish that!” referring to my 400-page,
marketing idea book for travel agents – and he did.
www.bigbarkgraphics.com
Steve Gillick, Gillick’s World
One of the best travel writers in the world.
Well-travelled. Humourous. A Japanophile,
trainer, traveller, teacher, writer, speaker and
photographer – Steve is the traveller’s traveller.
He respects and appreciates what makes
this world so exciting to travel.
www.gillicksworld.ca
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Not long now and you’ll be
on your way to the
ULTIMATE DUAL CAREER
in the entire travel & tourism industry.

TRAVEL WRITING TRAVEL AGENTS

Hi!
Thanks for purchasing Travel Writing for Travel Agents.
I hope you can find the time to enjoy the ultimate dual career as a travel writing seller
of travel. The two go together so well – and besides, you are already in the travel
business. You are half-way there! Bonus!
This book is NOT about how to write. For that you’ll need to study elsewhere. This
book IS about how to use your writing skills to sell more travel and grow your travel
writing career.

Okay time to follow the arrow. Enjoy.
Steve Crowhurst, CTC
www.sellingtravel.net
PS: In this edition we have given you plenty of space to make your notes. Be
sure to capture your thoughts as they come to you.
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INTRODUCTION: WRITING TO GROW YOUR SALES
The focus of this book is the same for all my publications, and that is: to help you, the travel
agent, grow your sales. In my world that’s called New Business Generation, or NBG. Attracting
new business to your agency is what agents tell me is their number one challenge. The second,
number one challenge is: closing the sale before the prospect walks and books online.
For those of you who Love to Travel and Long to Write, this book is for you. It comes with the
mandate however, that you write to showcase your travels and expertise in order to promote
your travel services to ultimately sell more travel. Here’s the thing: when you publish a book,
you somehow elevate your status. It’s true. Your travel writing will win you radio and TV
interviews, invitations to join media trips and more.
The key to writing to grow your sales is to write to your audience. Showcase your passion for a
type of travel or a certain destination. Your fame will grow once you learn how to market what
you have written.
It’s a well-known fact that almost everyone wants to write a book. It is a worthy cause. Starting
and finishing can be a year apart. For most people who attempt to write a book, they dry up
after the first one thousand words. It ain’t easy, that’s for sure.
If you stick with it. A page a day even, you will get there. From the travel guide to the romance
novel set in Tuscany, you have the world ahead of you. Perhaps you write now to grow your
sales and eventually you write an award winning novel. Who knows? Starting is the key.
Today, you can self-publish using the free CreateSpace tools offered by Amazon. You’ll need
an editor to edit your writing and a graphic artist to produce your cover – unless you can DIY
it.

Read This PDF on your Tablet, eBook Reader
There are several ways to download a PDF document to your tablet or eBook reader. You can
download a PDF app to your iPad for instance and follow the clicks. For eBook readers such
as Kindle you can follow these steps. Beware not all PDF functions
will work.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Download the file to your computer.
Connect your Kindle to your computer via the USB port.
Find Kindle; it'll show up as a computer drive.
Drag the downloaded file to the Kindle Documents folder.
Eject Kindle from your computer.

The App shown here Costs $9.99 – worth it if you intend to read
more eBooks from The Travel Institute on your hand held device.
2
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HOW IT ALL STARTED FOR ME
My travel writing career started when I was a teenager sending postcards to Mum and Dad as I
travelled with my school’s outward bound program. The postcards home continued as a
teenager hitchhiking around my native United Kingdom. After that I upgraded to writing letters
as I sailed around the world with a lot more to write home about.
The best thing about my writing home was that Mum, who was an avid scribe herself (she wrote
to my Dad every day for the 5 years he was a POW during WW2), had kept every letter and
postcard I’d ever sent home. Even as I write this book, my box of cards and letters home, dating
from 1962 – 1969, are right beside me.

My father also loved to write and just as Mum had written to him, so my Dad wrote to me as I
sailed the world and he continued writing to me after I’d left the UK to emigrate to Canada in
1970. We were a writing kind of family. It’s in our genes.
My official travel writing career started when I wrote for Tim Baxter (Baxter Publishing) who
was publishing the PATA Americas Magazine in 1987. In 2001, I started to write a monthly
column for CT Canadian Traveller magazine. I went on to publish my own e-magazines,
specifically Selling Travel and IC Travel Agent. Both can be still be found on Issuu.com.
https://issuu.com/smptrainingco and https://issuu.com/ictravelagent
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MY NEW WRITING ADVENTURE… AND YOURS?
I mentioned that your writing could take you from writing articles to writing a travel guide, to
writing a novel. I suggested a novel because I have just moved in that direction myself, so I
know it can be done.
The focus for this book is travel writing, but, what if you did have a great idea for a romance
novel set in your favourite location. A place you know so well. The idea could pop into your
head whilst lounging on the beach, walking in the woods, having a gourmet meal somewhere or
writing your next post for your blog. What if?
My new writing adventure has turned out two novels so far and based on a theme and a passion
of mine since I was a teenager – Japan and historical events that involve ninja, samurai and
swords. Here are the covers of my recent publications. Imagine that these are YOUR novels.
People read them. Love them. They want to travel “there”. They book with you. Nice!

Be sure to visit www.sellingtravel.net for my new eGuides.
My novels can be discovered here: www.stephencrowhurst.com

Quick! While you’re thinking about it… what book, novel, travel
guide would you like to write this year?

4
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TRAVEL & WRITING – A DUAL CAREER
You CAN have your cake and eat it too! Yes you can. Are you single and ready to trot the globe?
Are you married with a family? Would anyone mind if you sort of took off for about, well, let’s
see, let’s go for about ten months? Could you be gone more than usual? Would you take your
family with you and write as you go? You could. All the available technology makes it’s possible.
You could, if you were ready to commit, sign up with BootsnAll and be ready to post your first
travel blog feature. At BootsnAll you’ll find so much information on how to become a great
writer, plus how BootsnAll might just factor into your life and you into theirs.

Here’s the introduction for prospective BootsnAll writers taken from their website. Visit their
website for the rest.

Write for BootsnAll! Current Writing Opportunities:
We are accepting article pitches again, but we are looking for very specific ideas. Please make sure that before
you pitch any ideas that you take a look at the various opportunities we offer below (what we are looking for
differs based on the writing program). It’s also a good idea to read through our Indie Travel Manifesto to
see if your story seems like a good fit. If the story you had in mind doesn’t reflect at least one (and preferably
more) tenets of the Manifesto, then BootsnAll isn’t the right forum

http://writers.bootsnall.com/platform

You might want to check with your owner, manager or head office and ask if they need a travel
writer on staff. Chances are you could become the official writer of the agency blog, or the
publisher of the agency e-magazine. What a great place to start your travel writing career and
still earn a salary from selling travel. Start your career from inside the agency where you work!

7
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RESEARCHING AND DUE DILIGENCE
Travel and writing sounds like a match made in heaven. I know you are excited and want to get
on the road, get in the air, climb that mountain and take another cruise, however, there’s more
to writing about travel than just tapping a keyboard. You’ll need to follow someone’s advice and
you’ll need to dig a little deeper in terms of how your new career will affect your current lifestyle
and current source of revenue.
To help you dig a little deeper let me introduce you to two websites that you should subscribe
to and when the timing is right sign up for the workshops and training programs they offer.
Great Escape Publishing offer you both sides of the travel coin: travel writing and travel
photography. If a writer’s life is not for you, perhaps the photography side of travel is. Either
way you can develop a dual career with your selling travel day job being the hub.

Finding the time to travel and write, will be your challenge. It’s
important, when you make your move into travel writing, that you
do so, knowing how much time you can invest. If you work for
someone else, then your life is decided for you. Perhaps you can
negotiate your working /travelling /writing time allotment.
Let’s continue on with your research and education, and introduce
you to a few more websites and then we’ll move on to how you can
profit from your existing and future travel experiences.
Here’s my copy of the QuickStart guide that is free to download
from Great Escape Publishing. The 46-page guide offers you excellent information and of
course you’ll be chomping at the bit to get out there to gather content for your travel articles.
Get your copy by visiting their website.
https://www.greatescapepublishing.com/
8
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YOUR JOURNEY AS A TRAVEL WRITER
What a wonderful idea to be travelling and writing for money, fame and fortune and guess what,
it’s wide open to you and once you start, you will indeed be thinking what’s written below.

Your focus is on writing about your travels in order to increase your sales, however, you might
have other ideas.
As you think about your business model, your client list etc., give some thought to what it is you
want your travel writing to do for you, and for your agency.
You might just want to branch out into full time travel writing or try another idea: planning FIT
groups for your clients who like to write and journal about their own trips. Literary Tours
booked through you of course. This idea is not new. It’s been done before, BUT, how about
going with the tech-flow and putting together a tour for Kindle readers. What are they reading
on their Kindle as you travel to the destination? Your eBook of course!
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CREATE A LOGO FOR YOURSELF
You are going to need a logo to represent your travel writing and thank goodness you do not
need to spend thousands of dollars to have your logo designed. You can use the program I use
for all my logo creations, and here it is – The Logo Creator 7.

Here’s a logo I created for myself. I use this one when I’m promoting my photography that I’ve
turned into an art form.

Your travel writing logo will help readers identify your work. If you are or will be writing under
the brand of the agency you work for, you’ll need to discuss whether you use the agency logo
or your own. This is important. If you take off and just do your own thing, it will not sit well
with senior management. NOTE: Whatever you produce using TLC 7 you can resell. If you
are the creative type then you can start a side business creating logos for family and friends who
are in business for themselves. Logos can be created for a company, a new product, a flyer, a
blog etc. If you are independent then you could generate logos for your fellow home based
agents and develop a new revenue stream doing so.
https://www.laughingbirdsoftware.com/
18
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CLEARANCE TO WRITE
As an employee of a travel agency, what you write would normally be the property of the agency.
Make sure you have full and legal clearance to claim yourself as the author of what you write.
You’ll want to own the copyright to what you write.
If you do write under the banner of your agency, you must write in accordance with the style
and requirements set by the agency owner.
If the agency owner agrees that you can write under your own name and logo for the agency,
why not create your own blog webpage on the agency website? In this way, you will have an
instant readership. Remember you are not writing to the agency clientele in order to steal away
their bookings sometime down the road. That is illegal and prison food ain’t good! You are
writing to the agency clientele to help increase agency sales and boost your writing career and
earnings.
Include your photography too and make sure each image carries your name. If photography is
more your strength then why not open accounts with Flickr for instance.
Either way, make sure you create a recognizable logo. It’s part of your branding. It should set
you aside as a travel selling writer. You want readers and clients to recognize your logo, follow
your writing career and then book their trips with you.
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WHAT EDITORS WANT
To understand what editors want is to read through dozens of websites, explore every link
possible and get to grips with the travel media / publishing industry. Most publications are
looking for something new and very, very exciting – not regurgitated material from tourism
websites. To meet their demands you might want to take one or two creative writing courses
unless you have a natural talent.
If you plan on being published, then you must adhere to the rules and terms of what your
publisher is asking of you and from you. If you do not, then your submission will go in the bin!
Read the NY Times Submission Guidelines below and you will see that they are not interested
if your writing has a promotional slant to it – so let’s say a supplier sent you on a FAM, and in
your piece you mention them more than the destination. Your submission in this instance is
going in the bin again! They also want new stuff, not repurposed or revamped articles from
three years ago.

The New York Times
Submission Guidelines
Please do not send photos.
1. The Travel Section will not publish articles that grow out of trips paid for or in any way
subsidized by an airline, hotel, tourist board or other organization with an interest, direct or
indirect, in the subject of an article.
2. We buy all rights to articles and will not purchase a piece that has been published
elsewhere…
For full submission guidelines visit this webpage:
http://www.nytimes.com/ref/travel/SUBMISSION.html
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YOU: THE AUTHOR, THE EDITOR & THE PUBLISHER
Now you know: if you submit your writing to magazines you don’t own, you will be required to
conform to their standards, terms and conditions. All of which makes sense from their point of
view as they need to control what they accept, print and publish. Job done.
But what about you writing for you? Things change when you strike out on your own and
publish your own e-magazine. Technology favours all new publishers like yourself. You can
publish your own articles in your own magazine, and you can also submit your work to be
published by other media. And the best thing is - you can blend the two.
The two columns below determine the pros and cons of writing for ‘them’ and writing for ‘you’.
You may decide to write for ‘them’ as you learn your craft and then branch out when you feel
you are ready to write for ‘you’. On the other hand you may wish to stay with ‘them’ and avoid
the hassles of self-publishing. Writing for ‘them’ builds recognition and lays the foundation
you’ll need for when you do self-publish.
Once you launch your own publication and grow your readership you might be in the ballpark
to entice travel suppliers to advertise in your magazine, on your blog, your webpage and
throughout your social media activity.
WRITING FOR
THEIR MEDIA

WRITING FOR
YOUR MEDIA

1. Quality media brand

1. Immediately accepted

2. Builds recognition

2. Your rules

3. Attracts editors to call

3. Your guidelines

4. Helps editors accept

4. Your deadlines

5. Many refusals

5. Builds recognition for YOU

6. Many rules to follow

6. Attracts editors

7. Guidelines

7. Attracts advertisers

8. Deadlines

8. ROI in booking revenues

9. No money to some money

9. Build the reputation you want

10. Eventually big money!

10. Open an E-Store to sell your eBooks,
articles…

Today the choice is yours. Depending upon your travel writing goal, either route will get you
somewhere. Our preferred ‘somewhere’, and still the focus of this book, is to have you profit
from new travel sales enhanced by your writing. The quickest route to profit would be to write
for your travel agency clients and their friends with a view to writing about what you want to
sell them. Let’s expand on that.
23
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HOW IMAGERY FACTORS INTO YOUR SALES
To help boost your readership and travel sales you might want to support your travel writing
with your own photographic images, video or both.
When the image is shot by you or you arrange for someone else to take the photo with you in
the picture, it adds credibility to your article. The concept of being there, on site, as you wrote
about your experience has a better chance of being credible when you are actually in the picture.
You don’t need to be featured in every shot. Just one or two would suffice. No need for the
lolling tongue or devil’s horns hand signs! Unless that would be relished by your readership.
It is a mistake to say or believe you are not photogenic, or you don’t like your photo being taken.
It’s a must do. No complaints. Learn the craft of setting up the shot and get right into the center
of the image. Learn which side is your best side. Study your own facial expressions, shoot
hundreds of images until you know how you look from different angles and how to dress for all
sorts of occasions. Learn which colour suits your complexion.
Don’t forget the shots where you can have some fun and spoof yourself in certain situations.
Readers enjoy good clean humour and a joke here and there.
Keep in mind what we are working towards: you as a travel agent, writing about your travels in
order to generate more travel sales and hopefully spin-off a new career at the same time. You’ll
want to be professional in all aspects, even when spoofing. Excellent photography will boost
your chances of being read.
Imagery Ideas:
Here’s a few image ideas that you can overprint / lay a text box over and create a call
to action with you image as the backdrop.

Artwork
Combinations
FX’d images
Photographs
Posters
Sketches
Video

Hike the forests

Explore the rain forest with
with
us year
this year…
us this

Water colours
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CHOOSING YOUR CAMERA
There is no right or wrong choice here. The factors that will help you decide the type and style
of camera you choose will no doubt be based on the type of articles you intend to write, the
type of images you intend to shoot and how much baggage and equipment you want to carry.
Your generic smart phone can actually do it all for you and
if you download certain photo apps then you can even edit
on the go. Here’s my iPhone7 Plus with hard screen
protector and hard rubber casing with lanyard loop – and
that is very, very important. You need a wrist lanyard so
you never drop or lose your phone over that deep, deep
chasm.
Your smart phone can produce both quality images and
what we might term ‘snap shot photography’ which would
serve more as a record of your trip versus supporting your
article in print or online.
If your idea is to shoot and sell more images then writing
articles then naturally you’ll be looking for the best DLSR
you can afford. Most of the top rated DLSRs now shoot
1080 and or 4K video as do most of the smaller digital
cameras. Professional grade imagery will require a quality
semi-pro camera such as Canon, Nikon, Sony etc. The
choice of extra lenses is yours. Wide angle to zoom.
When I’m flying overseas, I tend to go with the iPhone and
a small but powerful point and shoot like a Lumix. I leave
the big heavy duty cameras for road trips. The weight of
the camera plus all the lenses and additional kit is just one of those things to factor in when you
are on an assignment. If one camera can do it all and do it well, then that is probably the one
you take with you.
The semi-pro camera will be an excellent investment should you be thinking of selling your
images online from your own website or through a stock photo agency website.
There are dozens of apps for you to choose from should you wish to edit as you go and upload
directly to your social networks. Most existing built-in apps are all you need to produce a
reasonable image and record of your travels.
FOCOS App
Just found this app. It is for phones with twin lenses and works especially for portraits. You can
even alter the point of focus after you’ve taken the shot – great for blurring landscape
foreground.
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BLOGGING FOR DOLLARS
If you already write a blog then you will know the challenges of maintaining it and keeping the
content fresh and exciting. If this is your first blog then you have a couple of decisions to make
ranging from how often you will post to your blog, the level of commitment you will need, and
the type of content you’ll use to attract more readers.
Daily: Be prepared to invest 2-hours each day, minimum.
Weekly: A good choice if you are still selling across the desk.
As and when: You’ll post to your blog ONLY when you have something of interest to report.
Your commitment level: Most blogs die within a few months.
Keeping it fresh: Plan on-going research for excellent content.
Your ideas for engaging the reader: Weave in video and podcasts.
There are thousands of travel blogging sites, and travel blog directories for you to visit and
explore. You will quickly find out, as you explore these lists that many blogs are defunct, gone,
off the screen and no longer being posted to. The biggest challenge to writing a travel blog is
maintaining it, keeping it fresh and interesting and still do your day job – selling travel.
It may suit you better to submit your articles to an existing travel blog. That way you are not
having to maintain the blog site or investing quality selling time to promote your blog. If this
sounds like a good thing to do then your next move is to locate blogs you can write for.
Look for directories like the one on the Travel and Tourism Guide website. They list 116 travel
blogs and you could add yours.
Here’s the Travel and Tourism Guide link. Be sure to review as many of the blogs as you can.
Make a note of the layout, theme, and writing/blogging style. Not all links will be active. A
reminder about the need for total commitment: having enough active and fresh content to keep
your blog going, and going. Yes, like the bunny!
http://travelandtourismguide.com/travel-blog-directory/
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TravelPod
Here’s a site you might be looking for. Only you will know if it has what you need and want.
Give it a click and check it out.
www.travelpod.com

TravelBlog
Similar to TravelPod, www.TravelBlog.org offers you a place to create your new blog and
typically these websites offer training, workshops, and articles on how you can be a better travel
blogger.

Starting Your Own Blog
Last but not least, why not start your own blog from scratch, using a blogging program such as
Blogger. It is owned by Google, so your Google account gets you in the door. Once you enter
your Google information you will be zapped over to the blogger set up page. Click on settings,
follow all the clicks and within the hour, you should have your own blog up and running. Visit:
www.blogger.com
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THE eBOOK COVER
Chances are you have seen fantastic looking eBook
covers. They look like the real thing, just like a hard or
soft cover book. So much so you might look for it at the
local book store. The cover design is a crucial component
of eBook sales and where you can make great use of your
photography for the cover shot.
You’ve heard the expression, “You can’t tell a book by its
cover” well, with that in mind, you’ll want your eBook
cover to closely resemble the content of what your eBook
is about.
This should not be too difficult if you are, let’s say
producing an eBook about cruising or hiking in the UK.
The title will tell the story. The cover image will support
the title. Don’t get too fancy with the title and imagery. It
might cause the reader to overlook your eBook.
Sometimes just text does the job.
Most people go for the “look” of the book first: the colour and layout. Then they read the title
and the tag line. If the combination of graphics and title match what the reader likes, then they
will go to the next step, to read further. Eventually, you hope, to click, purchase and download.
The above cover image for my new 450 page softcover book was created in BoxShot 3D. It is
a terrific tool and although superseded by newer and more expensive editions, try to find a copy
of the 3D version. https://boxshot.com/
The other program is called eCover Software Pro
as seen to the right. Very easy to use.
http://ecoversoftwarepro.com/
A typical eBook cover is shown at the angle as
you see above. It has a transparent background
and sometimes a short shadow and reflection.
Most people who shop online know that to read
your eBook it must be downloaded, printed or
opened onscreen. They know that your cover
image is not representing a hard or softcover
physical book, however, the look of your cover will still nudge them towards making a purchase.
If you are not artistic, search locally for eBook cover designers and have them create the cover
for you. They would also produce the angled ‘look’ and deliver what you want in JPEG and
PNG formats. Kindle offers an eBook cover service.
53
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About The Author
After a successful career as a travel agent, agency owner, travel
trade management consultant, trainer, contributor, publisher,
artist, photographer, author and humourous no-fluff no-theory
keynote speaker, Steve now focuses on writing travel trade How
To books to sell through The Travel Institute, and online via
Amazon.com.
He has been writing How to Sell Travel articles since September
1987 when his first article appeared in PATA TRAVEL NEWS
magazine, Americas Edition.
From 2001 - 2016 Steve wrote a monthly sales column for CT
Magazine, called Selling with Steve. In addition he wrote How to Sell articles promoting
destinations featured in CT.
In June 2011 he published his own e-Magazines: Selling Travel, IC-Travel Agent and Travel
Agency Manager.
In 2017 he published his first novel, Revenge! Book One of The Sadamune Blades Trilogy. In
2018 he published his second novel, Blood Negotiator.
For his complete travel trade bio, his dedicated website promoting his novels and his
photography, please visit the websites shown below.
EBooks: www.sellingtravel.net
Novels: www.stevecrowhurst.com
Photography: www.phartography.weebly.com
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Other publications by Stephen Crowhurst
A Travel Agent’s Guide to Ancestry Tours
A Travel Agent’s Guide to Attracting & Retaining Corporate Clients
A Travel Agent’s Guide to Building an Adventure Travel Niche
A Travel Agent’s Guide to Prospecting for New Clients
A Travel Agent’s Guide to Weddings & Honeymoons
A Travel Agent’s Introduction to Attraction Marketing
A Travel Agent’s Introduction to Selling Group Travel
A Travel Agent’s Introduction to Women Only Travel
FIT and Group Travel Course Bundle
Handy Clip Art and Graphics That Sell Travel
How to Sell More Books with Do-It-Yourself Marketing
PowerPoint Tips for Travel Trade Professionals
Presentation Skills for Travel Trade Professionals
Selling Faith Based, Spiritual & Personal Journeys
Selling Flexible Independent Travel Arrangements
The Travel Agent’s Guide to Charging Fees
The Travel Professional’s GO VIDEO! Handbook
The Travel Professional’s Guide to Managing Your Career
The Travel Professional’s Guide to Selling Travel with Humor
Travel Safety 101 – Expecting the Unexpected
Travel Writing for Travel Agents
Using Photography to Sell More Travel
Webinar Presentation Skills for Travel Trade Professionals
THE POWER OF HOW SERIES
How to Close the Sale
How to Publish on Amazon.com
How to Sell Destinations
How to Sell Travel in Uncertain Times
The above titles are digital downloads in PDF format and
can be read on your eReader, tablet and desktop computer.

www.sellingtravel.net
www.thetravelinstitute.com
http://www.thetravelinstitute.com/our-professional-educators-programcontributors/steve-crowhurst-ctc/
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Steve Crowhurst, travel trade author, keynote
speaker, trainer and new business generator has
written thirty eGuides, published 425 travel trade
articles and two novels.
This book is designed to help travel agents tap into a
dual career opportunity that others can only dream
about. Selling travel and writing about where you’ve
been is the ULTIMATE dual career, and the best thing
is this: as a travel agent, you are already in the
industry, earning a living with access to discounted
travel and FAMs. Imagine, writing and blogging about
your travel experiences, posting your articles online,
publishing travel guides and how-to books and even
destination-based novels. Everything you write will
help you increase your travel sales as you build your
readership and convert your readers into long term
clients.
www.sellingtravel.net

COLLECT ALL STEVE’S E-GUIDES

